Accessibility Review (Guidelines: WCAG 2.0 (Level AAA))
Report on known problems (0 found):

✅ Congratulations! No known problems.
Report on likely problems (0 found):

✅ Congratulations! No likely problems.
Report on potential problems (308 found):

1.1 Text Alternatives: Provide text alternatives for all non-text content

Success Criteria 1.1.1 Non-text Content (A)

Check 8: img element may require a long description.

- **Line 276, Column 48:**
  `<img src="https://cdn.uwec.edu/athena/images/6045/20160726_Tyler_0114-three-four-portrait.jpg" alt=" ...`

Check 16: Alt text is not empty and image may be decorative.

- **Line 276, Column 48:**
  `<img src="https://cdn.uwec.edu/athena/images/6045/20160726_Tyler_0114-three-four-portrait.jpg" alt=" ...`

1.3 Adaptable: Create content that can be presented in different ways without losing information or structure.

Success Criteria 1.3.1 Info and Relationships (A)

Check 241: Tabular information may be missing table markup.

- **Line 44, Column 2:**
  `<body>
  <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>`

...  

Check 248: Visual lists may not be properly marked.

- **Line 44, Column 2:**
  `<body>
  <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>`

...  

Check 270: Unicode right-to-left marks or left-to-right marks may be required.

- **Line 44, Column 2:**
  `<body>
  <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>`

...  

Check 271: dir attribute may be required to identify changes in text direction.

- **Line 44, Column 2:**
  `<body>
  <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>`
Success Criteria 1.3.3 Sensory Characteristics (A)

Check 250: Text may refer to items by shape, size, or relative position alone.

`Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

1.4 Distinguishable: Make it easier for users to see and hear content including separating foreground from background.

Success Criteria 1.4.1 Use of Colour (A)

Check 251: Image may contain text with poor contrast.

`Line 276, Column 48:
<img src="https://cdn.uwec.edu/athena/images/6045/20160726_Tyler_0114-three-four-portrait.jpg" alt=" ...`

Check 55: Input possibly using color alone.

`Line 53, Column 4:
<input type="search" name="q" id="search" placeholder="Search UWEC&hellip;" />

Line 54, Column 4:
<input type="submit" value="Go" />

Check 86: Script may use color alone.

`Line 5, Column 27:
<script type="text/javascript">(window.NREUM||{NREUM=()}).loader_config={xpid:"VQMVFFTDxAJUVFbBQcFV ...`

`Line 40, Column 1:
<script src="/use.typekit.net/dch4gaq.js"></script>`

`Line 41, Column 1:
<script src="/sites/www/files/js/js_6Kv_haqPFOXdK7wieoL9dDjd7n8tZ9C08jGa-Wh4I4Z4.js"></script>`

`Line 405, Column 3:
<script src="/sites/www/files/js/js_yPTtFq-jOuhYGGlSCGvLYIwHbHx07lW7fWtFvU9OkPU.js"></script>`

`Line 409, Column 3:
<script>
(function(i,s,o,r,a,m){i['GoogleAnalyticsObject']=r;i[r]=i[r]||function(){
(i[r].q=i[r].q||[]).push(arguments)},i[r].l=1*new Date();a=s.createElement(o),
m=s.getElementsByTagName(o)[0];a.async=1;a.src=m.href+"& ...`

`Line 424, Column 3:
<script src="https://cdn.uwec.edu/uwec14/js/hotjar.js"></script>`

`Line 427, Column 4:
<script type="text/javascript">window.NREUM||{NREUM=()};NREUM.info={"beacon":"bam.nr-data.net","lic ..."}
Success Criteria 1.4.5 Images of Text (AA)

Check 11: Image may contain text that is not in Alt text.

Line 276, Column 48:
<img src="https://cdn.uwec.edu/athena/images/6045/20160726_Tyler_0114-three-four-portrait.jpg" alt="..."

Success Criteria 1.4.6 Contrast (Enhanced) (AAA)

Check 253: This image may contain text with poor contrast.

Line 276, Column 48:
<img src="https://cdn.uwec.edu/athena/images/6045/20160726_Tyler_0114-three-four-portrait.jpg" alt="..."

2.1 Keyboard Accessible: Make all functionality available from a keyboard.

Success Criteria 2.1.1 Keyboard (A)

Check 89: script user interface may not be accessible.

Line 5, Column 27:
<script type="text/javascript">(window.NREUM||(NREUM={})).loader_config={xpid:"VQMFVFFTDxAJUVFbBQCvFV ...</script>

Line 40, Column 1:
<script src="/use.typekit.net/dch4gaq.js"></script>

Line 41, Column 1:
<script src="/sites/www/files/js/js_6Kv_haqPFOXdK7wieoL9dDjd7n8tZ9C08jGa-Wh4Iz4.js"></script>

Line 405, Column 3:
<script src="/sites/www/files/js/js_yPTtFq-jOhhYGGSCGvLYWbHxO71w7F1WtFvU9OkPU.js"></script>

Line 409, Column 3:
<script>
(function(i,s,o,r,a,m){i['GoogleAnalyticsObject']=r;i[r]=i[r]||function(){
(i[r].q=i[r].q||[]).push(arguments)},i[r].l=1*new Date();a=s.createElement(o);
</script>

Line 424, Column 3:
<script src="/cdn.uwec.edu/uwec14/js/hotjar.js"></script>

Line 427, Column 4:
<script type="text/javascript">window.NREUM||(NREUM={});NREUM.info={"beacon":"bam.nr-data.net","lice ...</script>

2.3 Seizures: Do not design content in a way that is known to cause seizures.

Success Criteria 2.3.1 Three Flashes or Below Threshold (A)

Check 87: script may cause screen flicker.

Line 5, Column 27:
<script type="text/javascript">(window.NREUM||(NREUM={})).loader_config={xpid:"VQMFVFFTDxAJUVFbBQCvFV ...</script>

Line 40, Column 1:
<script src="/use.typekit.net/dch4gaq.js"></script>

Line 41, Column 1:
2.4 Navigable: Provide ways to help users navigate, find content, and determine where they are.

**Success Criteria 2.4.1 Bypass Blocks (A)**

Check 262: Groups of links with a related purpose are not marked.

```html
Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>
```

... 

**Success Criteria 2.4.10 Section Headings (AAA)**

Check 261: Sections may not be marked with headers.

```html
Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>
```

... 

**Success Criteria 2.4.2 Page Titled (A)**

Check 54: title might not describe the document.

```html
Line 4, Column 3:
<title>Accessibility | University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire</title>
```

**Success Criteria 2.4.4 Link Purpose (In Context) (A)**

Check 19: Link text may not be meaningful.

```html
Line 45, Column 5:
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>
```

```html
Line 60, Column 3:
```
<a href="/"><span>University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire</span></a>

**Line 65, Column 9:**
<a class="directory" href="//www.uwec.edu/profiles/" title="Directory">Directory</a>

**Line 67, Column 6:**
<a class="events" href="//calendar.uwec.edu/" title="Master Calendar">Master Calendar</a>

**Line 69, Column 9:**
<a class="webmail" href="//webmail.uwec.edu/" title="Webmail">Webmail</a>

**Line 70, Column 9:**
<a class="d2l" href="//www.uwec.edu/d2l/" title="Desire2Learn">D2L</a>

**Line 71, Column 9:**
<a class="camps" href="//camps.uwec.edu/" title="MyBlugold CampS">CampS</a>

**Line 76, Column 9:**
<a href="//www.uwec.edu/admissions/apply/">Apply</a>

**Line 77, Column 20:**
<a href="//connect.uwec.edu/donate">Give</a>

**Line 84, Column 9:**
<a href="/current-students/">Current Students</a>

**Line 85, Column 9:**
<a href="/faculty-staff/">Faculty + Staff</a>

**Line 86, Column 9:**
<a href="/alumni-foundation/">Alumni + Foundation</a>

**Line 87, Column 9:**
<a href="/business-community/">Business + Community</a>

**Line 93, Column 7:**
<a href="#unit-nav">UWEC Menu</a>

**Line 94, Column 8:**
<a href="/about/">About</a>

**Line 96, Column 12:**
<a href="/about/accreditation/">Accreditation</a>

**Line 97, Column 12:**
<a href="/about/campus-history/">Campus History</a>

**Line 98, Column 12:**
<a href="/about/chancellors-office/">Chancellor's Office</a>

**Line 99, Column 12:**
<a href="/about/maps-directions/">Maps + Directions</a>

**Line 100, Column 12:**
<a href="/news/">News + Events</a>

**Line 101, Column 12:**
<a href="/blugold-central/financial-aid/">Financial Aid</a>

**Line 130, Column 12:**
<a href="/admissions/scholarships/">Scholarships</a>

**Line 131, Column 12:**
<a href="/blugold-central/student-employment/">Student Employment</a>

**Line 132, Column 12:**
<a href="/blugold-central/veteran-benefits/">Veteran's Benefits</a>

**Line 133, Column 12:**
<a href="/blugold-central/parent-family-information/">Parent + Family Information</a>

**Line 136, Column 8:**
<a href="/campus-life/">Campus Life</a>

**Line 138, Column 12:**
<a href="/campus-life/housing-dining/">Housing + Dining</a>

**Line 139, Column 12:**
<a href="/campus-life/get-involved/">Get Involved</a>

**Line 140, Column 12:**
<a href="/campus-life/health-safety/">Health + Safety</a>

**Line 141, Column 12:**
<a href="/campus-life/davies/">Davies Student Center</a>

**Line 142, Column 12:**
<a href="/campus-life/about-eau-claire/">About the City of Eau Claire</a>

**Line 145, Column 8:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/">Equity + Diversity</a>

**Line 147, Column 12:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/edi-services-programs/">EDI Services and Programs</a>

**Line 148, Column 12:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/bias-incident-response/">Bias/Hate Incident Response</a>

**Line 149, Column 12:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/civil-rights-pilgrimage/">Civil Rights Pilgrimage</a>

**Line 150, Column 12:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/reports-initiatives/">Reports + Initiatives</a>

**Line 151, Column 12:**
<a href="/news/equity-diversity-inclusion">News + Events</a>

**Line 152, Column 12:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/about/">About</a>

**Line 153, Column 12:**
<a href="/equity-diversity-inclusion/faculty-staff/">Faculty + Staff</a>

**Line 154, Column 12:**
<a class="facebook" href="http://www.facebook.com/uweauclaire/" target="_blank" title="Like us on Fa ...>

Line 314, Column 8:
<a class="twitter" href="http://www.twitter.com/uweauclaire" target="_blank" title="Follow us on Twi ...>

Line 315, Column 8:
<a class="insta" href="http://www.instagram.com/uweauclaire/" target="_blank" title="Follow us on In ...>

Line 316, Column 8:
<a class="snap" href="http://www.snapchat.com/add/uweauclaire" target="_blank" title="Snap with us o ...>

Line 317, Column 8:
<a class="linkedin" href="https://www.linkedin.com/edu/school?id=19686&amp;trk=edu-cp-title" target= ...>

Line 318, Column 8:
<a class="youtube" href="https://www.youtube.com/user/UWEauClaire" target="_blank" title="Subscribe ...>

Line 319, Column 8:
&eacute;&gt;About UW-Eau Claire&lt;/a&gt;

Line 320, Column 8:
<a href="/admissions/">Admissions</a></p>

Line 321, Column 8:
<a href="/admissions/apply/">Apply Now</a></p>

Line 322, Column 8:
<a href="/blugold-central/financial-aid/">Financial Aid</a></p>

Line 323, Column 8:
<a href="/admissions/graduate/">Graduate Admissions</a></p>

Line 324, Column 8:
<a href="/blugold-central/tuition-fees/">Tuition + Fees</a></p>

Line 325, Column 8:
<a href="/academics/">Academics</a></p>

Line 326, Column 8:
<a href="/registrar/calendar/">Calendars + Key Dates</a></p>

Line 327, Column 8:
<a href="/ce.uwec.edu/">Continuing Education</a></p>

Line 328, Column 8:
<a href="http://catalog.uwec.edu/">Course Catalog</a></p>

Line 329, Column 8:
<a href="/library/">Library</a></p>

Line 330, Column 8:
<a href="/academics/majors-minors/">Majors + Minors</a></p>

Line 331, Column 8:
<a href="/online/">Online Courses</a></p>

Line 332, Column 8:
Line 352, Column 8:
<a href="/studyabroad/apps.uwec.edu/">Study Abroad</a>

Line 353, Column 8:
<a href="/athletics/">Athletics</a>

Line 354, Column 8:
<a href="/dining/">Dining</a>

Line 355, Column 8:
<a href="/emergency/">Emergency Info</a>

Line 356, Column 8:
<a href="/housing/">Housing + Residence Life</a>

Line 357, Column 8:
<a href="https://orgsync.com/home/208" target="_blank">BluSync</a>

Line 358, Column 8:
<a href="/campus-life/health-safety/">Health + Safety</a>

Line 359, Column 8:
<a href="/files/8/annual-security-report.pdf">Campus Security Report</a>

Line 360, Column 8:
<a href="/bookstore/">Bookstore</a>

Line 361, Column 8:
<a href="/campus-life/">Campus Life</a>

Line 362, Column 8:
<a href="/admissions/visit/">Campus Tours</a>

Line 363, Column 8:
<a href="/calendar.uwec.edu/">Events</a>

Line 364, Column 8:
<a href="/about/maps-directions/">Maps + Directions</a>

Line 365, Column 8:
<a href="/blugold-central/parking/visitor-parking/">Visitor Parking</a>

Line 366, Column 7:
<a href="/">University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire</a>

Line 367, Column 4:
<a href="tel:+17158364636">715-836-4636</a>

Line 368, Column 3:
<a class="poa" href="/power-of-and/">Power of AND</a>

Line 369, Column 5:
<a href="https://www.uwec.edu/">UW-Eau Claire</a>

Line 370, Column 5:
Check 197: Anchor text may not identify the link destination.

Line 45, Column 5:
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

Line 60, Column 3:
<a href="/" id="header-logo">University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire</a>

Line 65, Column 9:
<a class="directory" href="/www.uwec.edu/profiles/" title="Directory">Directory</a>

Line 67, Column 6:
<a class="events" href="/calendar.uwec.edu/" title="Master Calendar">Master Calendar</a>

Line 69, Column 9:
<a class="webmail" href="/webmail.uwec.edu/" title="Webmail">Webmail</a>

Line 70, Column 9:
<a class="d2l" href="/www.uwec.edu/d2l/" title="Desire2Learn">D2L</a>

Line 71, Column 9:
<a class="camps" href="/camps.uwec.edu/" title="MyBlugold CampS">CampS</a>

Line 76, Column 9:
<a href="/www.uwec.edu/admissions/apply/">Apply</a>

Line 77, Column 20:
<a href="/connect.uwec.edu/donate">Give</a>

Line 84, Column 9:
<a href="/current-students/">Current Students</a>

Line 85, Column 9:
<a href="/faculty-staff/">Faculty + Staff</a>

Line 86, Column 9:
<a href="/alumni.foundation/">Alumni + Foundation</a>

Line 87, Column 9:
<a href="/business-community/">Business + Community</a>
Line 93, Column 7:
<a href="#unit-nav">UWEC Menu</a>

Line 94, Column 8:
<a href="/about/">About</a>

Line 96, Column 12:
<a href="/about/accreditation/">Accreditation</a>

Line 97, Column 12:
<a href="/about/campus-history/">Campus History</a>

Line 98, Column 12:
<a href="/about/chancellors-office/">Chancellor's Office</a>

Line 99, Column 12:
<a href="/about/maps-directions/">Maps + Directions</a>

Line 100, Column 12:
<a href="/news/">News + Events</a>

Line 101, Column 12:
<a href="/about/uw-barron-county/">UW-Barron County</a>

Line 102, Column 12:
<a href="/about/contact-us/">Contact Us</a>

Line 105, Column 8:
<a href="/academics/">Academics</a>

Line 107, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/majors-minors/">Majors + Minors</a>

Line 108, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/colleges/">Colleges</a>

Line 109, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/graduate-studies/">Graduate Studies</a>

Line 110, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/academic-support/">Advising + Academic Support</a>

Line 111, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/university-honors-program/">University Honors Program</a>

Line 112, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/explore-opportunities/">Explore Opportunities</a>

Line 113, Column 12:
<a href="/academics/faculty/">Faculty</a>

Line 116, Column 8:
<a href="/admissions/">Admissions</a>

Line 118, Column 12:
<a href="/admissions/undergraduate/">Undergraduate Student</a>
Line 339, Column 8:
<a href="/academics/">Academics</a>

Line 340, Column 8:
<a href="/registrar/calendar/">Calendars + Key Dates</a>

Line 341, Column 8:
<a href="/ce.uwec.edu/">Continuing Education</a>

Line 342, Column 8:
<a href="http://catalog.uwec.edu/">Course Catalog</a>

Line 343, Column 8:
<a href="/library/">Library</a>

Line 344, Column 8:
<a href="/academics/majors-minors/">Majors + Minors</a>

Line 345, Column 8:
<a href="/online/">Online Courses</a>

Line 346, Column 8:
<a href="/studyabroad.apps.uwec.edu/">Study Abroad</a>

Line 352, Column 8:
<a href="/athletics/">Athletics</a>

Line 353, Column 8:
<a href="/dining/">Dining</a>

Line 354, Column 8:
<a href="/emergency/">Emergency Info</a>

Line 355, Column 8:
<a href="/housing/">Housing + Residence Life</a>

Line 356, Column 8:
<a href="/recreation/">Recreation</a>

Line 357, Column 8:
<a href="https://orgsync.com/home/208" target="_blank">BluSync</a>

Line 358, Column 8:
<a href="/campus-life/health-safety/">Health + Safety</a>

Line 359, Column 8:
<a href="/files/8/annual-security-report.pdf">Campus Security Report</a>

Line 365, Column 8:
<a href="/bookstore/">Bookstore</a>

Line 366, Column 8:
<a href="/campus-life/">Campus Life</a>

Line 367, Column 8:
<a href="/admissions/visit/">Campus Tours</a>
Success Criteria 2.4.5 Multiple Ways (AA)

Check 184: Site missing site map.

Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

Success Criteria 2.4.6  Headings and Labels (AA)

Check 42: h1 may be used for formatting.

Line 194, Column 3:
<h1>Accessibility</h1>
Check 43: h2 may be used for formatting.

Line 195, Column 6:
<h2>Improving accessibility of the UW-Eau Claire website</h2>

Check 44: h3 may be used for formatting.

Line 204, Column 2:
<h3>Why is accessibility important?</h3>
Line 213, Column 2:
<h3>Accessibility Features</h3>

Check 45: h4 may be used for formatting.

Line 270, Column 2:
<h4>Questions?</h4>

Check 46: h5 may be used for formatting.

Line 170, Column 4:
<h5>Staging Environment</h5>
Line 278, Column 6:
<h5><a href="/profiles/schroetj/">Tyler J. Schroeder</a></h5>
Line 311, Column 3:
<h5>Connect with UWEC</h5>

Check 47: h6 may be used for formatting.

Line 279, Column 14:
<h6>University Web Coordinator</h6>
Line 326, Column 3:
<h6>Apply</h6>
Line 337, Column 3:
<h6>Learn</h6>
Line 350, Column 3:
<h6>Live</h6>
Line 363, Column 3:
<h6>Visit</h6>
Line 376, Column 3:
<h6><a href="/">University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire</a></h6>

Success Criteria 2.4.8 Location (AAA)

Check 266: Document may require a breadcrumb trail.

Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>
3.1 Readable: Make text content readable and understandable

Success Criteria 3.1.2 Language of Parts (AA)

Check 110: Words or phrases that are not in the document’s primary language may not be identified.

   Line 44, Column 2:
   <body>
   <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

Success Criteria 3.1.3 Unusual Words (AAA)

Check 179: Reference to glossary may be missing.

   Line 44, Column 2:
   <body>
   <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

Success Criteria 3.1.4 Abbreviations (AAA)

Check 98: Abbreviations may not be marked with abbr element.

   Line 44, Column 2:
   <body>
   <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

Check 99: Acronyms may not be marked with acronym element.

   Line 44, Column 2:
   <body>
   <a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

3.2 Predictable: Make Web pages appear and operate in predictable ways.

Success Criteria 3.2.3 Consistent Navigation (AA)

Check 276: Repeated components may not appear in the same relative order each time they appear.
Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

Check 265: Tab order may not follow logical order.

Line 50, Column 2:
<form id="header-search" action="/search/" method="get">
<p>
<label for="search">Search</label> ...

Success Criteria 3.2.4 Consistent Identification (AA)

Check 131: Long quotations may not be marked using the blockquote element.

Line 44, Column 2:
<body>
<a href="#main-content" class="visually-hidden focusable">Skip to main content</a>

3.3 Input Assistance: Help users avoid and correct mistakes.

Success Criteria 3.3.1 Error Identification (A)

Check 267: Form submission error messages may not identify empty required fields.

Line 50, Column 2:
<form id="header-search" action="/search/" method="get">
<p>
<label for="search">Search</label> ...

Success Criteria 3.3.2 Labels or Instructions (A)

Check 246: All required form fields may not be indicated as required.

Line 50, Column 2:
<form id="header-search" action="/search/" method="get">
<p>
<label for="search">Search</label> ...

Check 189: label may not describe its associated control.

Line 53, Column 4:
<input type="search" name="q" id="search" placeholder="Search UWEC..." />

Line 54, Column 4:
<input type="submit" value="Go" />

Success Criteria 3.3.3 Error Suggestion (AA)
Check 268: Form submission error messages may not provide assistance.

Success Criteria 3.3.4 Error Prevention (Legal, Financial, Data) (AA)

Check 269: Form submission data may not be presented to the user before final acceptance of an irreversible transaction.

Success Criteria 3.3.6 Error Prevention (All) (AAA)

Check 272: Form may delete information without allowing for recovery.